
THE DOCUMENTS

FREE BONUS

NOTE: The Opinions and factual statements expressed in Alien Contact: The

by The UFO Contact Newsline. You may contact the informers directly at:

William Cooper Bill English
1511 So. Highland Ave. #205 P.O. Box 5508
Fullerton. Ca. 92652 Boles Station
7 111—680-9557 Alamogordo, NM 88510

John Lear
1414 Hollywood Blvd.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89110

Special Thanks to Ret. Lt Col. Wendelle Stevens, Ret. Capt. Virgil Posty Armstrong,
William Steinman, Ret. Lt. Col. Bob Dean. Bill Hamiliton, Sergeant Clifford Stone,
Bill Cooper. John Lear. Bill English, Dr. Barry Taff, Miranda Parks MA. Dr. Paul Be
nowitz, Linda Howe, Howard Burgess, Gabe Valdez, David Perkins, Jason BishOp
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Simply follow these
easy

_ instructions.
1. Turn on your television

and adjust the “contrast"
control "to maximum con-
trast.
2. Turn the channel

selector to channel 13.
3. Now darken the screen

to the threshold of darkness
and switch over to channel 2
or 3. That’s all” .Evidence indicates that

-' UFO's emit an extremely
powerful electromagnetic

1 field somewhere between 27

'signals of the

' to 70 megacycles. Channel 2
serves as your detector
frequency as it receives

54-55
: megacycle field.

' one will

0. What will you see?
A. Technically speaking. a

‘UFo will APPEAR AS
INTERMITI‘ENT WHITE .

BANDS on your screen..
(which should be nearly
black.) It the saucer is very
near. the screen will go .stark

‘
white. ‘
In reality. no outside

antenna is required. Adding
expand your

detection range to 25 or 30
miles.
0. How does it work?
A. Turning down the'
a... a.... , ...-1

- 3 _.-..— -- ...-

brightness on your television
set changes the bias of the-
grid or cathode circuitry to
the point where the tube will
not permit electrons to flow.
thus darkening the picture. If
a UFO is‘ncar. the intense
electromagnetic field which
surrounds the craft will also
correct the picture tube
differential and the screen
will brighten.
Q. Why do you first switch

to channel l3?
A. Channel 13 has a

receiving frequency of 211
megacycles. This is so far
from channel two, there is no
possibility of UFO in-
terference. Darkening 13 first
precludes the possibility of
someone turning first to
channel two, finding it .stark
white (meaning a UFO is
near) and unwittingly
darkening it (and the UFO
signal). .-

Q. Will adding a rotor-
antenna help in any way?

‘ A. By using a rotary-
antenna. you can determine
which direction the UFO is
travelling. Merely rotate the
antenna until you receive the
strongest signal.
0. Do the various types of

UFO register different
patterns? ..
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A. Eventually. you will ‘

discover,
as l have that each

UFO creates its own POI or
Pattern of Identification. ,
Cigar—shaped

.will create its own unique
pattern which will. be
distinguishable from the _'

pattern of a smaller disc --

UFO.

UFO Detector can tell you
whether the

of sparks.

., --

mother-craft -

The TUFOD or Television
I

object is ;

hovering. accelerating or -

shooting upward in a shower L A
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WARNING ! Fascism is "Corporatism"
We have passed the point of no

return, in our interaction with the
"Alien" Beings. We are guaranteed"A Crisis" which will persist untilthe final REVELATION (or conflict).The crisis is here, Global and
real. We must mitigate or transform
the nature of the disasters to come
and come they will. Knowing is half
the battle. Read the book, "THE
COSMIC CONSPIRACY" by Stan DeyET‘

THE PHANTOM EMPIRE : ABOVE THE LAW

The Dulce Base is run by a "Boardfl
The Chairman of the Board is JOHN

HERRINGTON. JIM BAKER (Of Tenn.) isthe CIA link to Dulce. House Speaker
JIM WRIGHT, D-Texas(the Natiofls third-highest office) is Treasurer at Dulce.
There is currently a power strugglegoing on. As Rep. William Thomas, 'R-Calif.,put it...Part of Jim Wrights

problem is;"He fails to understand
what's equitable and fair. It's the
arrogance of power." Even amoung his
fellow Democrats, many find Wright to
be "uncomfortably aloof". Wright's
operating style leaves him vulnerable.

(*UPDATE : Wright resigned, June 1989.)
Most meetings of "The Dulce Board" are held in Denver and Taos(N M.).

Former New Mexico Senator Harrison "Last man on the Moon" Schmitt has
full knowledge of Dulce. He was one of 7 Astronauts to tour the Base.
In 1979, he held an "Animal Mutilation" conferance in Albuquerque,N.M.
This was used to locate researchers and determine what they had learned
about the links between the "Mute" operations and the Alien/Government.
Senator BRIAN(Nevada) knows about the "ULTRA" Secrets at "Dreamland"

and Dulce. So do many others in the Government...this is what the UFO

researchers are up against...so BE CAREFUL...they have KILLED to keep
this info Secret. You now know more than they want you to know.
They also have underwater Bases off the coast of Florida and Peru.
More detailed information will be released in the near future; photos

video tapes: documents, etc. Watch out for Agents amoung you now.
In the 1930's, "DIVISION FIVE" Of the FBI knew about the "Aliens".

A Fascist cabal, within this country, had John Kennedy assassinated.
Look to the links, within the larger Umbrella...the "WEB" of a fascist
totalitarian secret police state...within the Pentagon; JCS; DIA; FBI
(Division Five); DISC/DIS and the CIA. Note : The DEFENCE INVESTI-
GATIVE SERVICES Insignia is a composite of the Sun's Rays, a ROSE, and
a Dagger, symbolizing "The Search for Information, Trustworthiness and
Danger". Others links are Nazi scientists(who had contact with the
"Aliens"); the 5.5.; Satanists; Permindex; Exxon; the Mafia; NBC; etc.
This links with Caves used for "Initiation Rites“(All over the world)
..ancient Vaults; Retreats; Alien Bases and INNER-EARTH CIVILIZATIONS.



UFO ALIENS and the 0.5. government mutilatinganimals to monitor nuclear waste build-up inorganic life ?

"It seems that for whoever is doing thetesting the cattle are important where they lie...the distribution of the mutilations -

indicates that the testing is environmental."
Quote by Howard Burgess

The January 1979 issue of "BOULDER Monthly"had an excellent article by David Perkins,titled "The Phantom Cattle Surgeons". In it:he relates how the cow represents the perfect‘test animal.
; The Nuke-UFO connection — the simultaneous[advent of atomic energy and UFOs. Were we
imanipulated into the development of nuclearweaponry ? By renegade cosmic intruders ?

Maybe the Earth IS a pawn in a gigantic struggle for dominancebetween differing Alien forces and their agents on (and within)Earth.
Some Aliens need to have us messing with Nuclear fission, whileother aliens love to lecture on the dangers of this pursuit.
Is mankind just stupid,(on their own)....or are we being druggedinto self destruction, by substances in our food, air, minds, etc.
If you are still awake, you know that we are being manipulated.
Think about this for a moment, if either the U.S. government orthe Aliens wanted to keep the Mutilations secret, they could haveby not returning the animals to the site. Then we would just havemissing animals, that could be blamed on rustlers. So part of allthis is a sort of social science laboratory. DR. LEO SPRINKLE said,"They seem to delight in testing us — in testing our reactions tothings. Maybe there are a variety of civilizations curious orconcerned about the Earth. They could be extra—dimensional or inter—

dimensional. They could have etheric bodies or spiritual forms
unlike any physical forms we're familiar with."

Are we (like some Aliens) in this world, but we are not of it ?
Do we have finer and faster—vibrating particles which compose thesubstance of the bioplasmic "Spirit" body that is joined to ourphysical body, till the physical body is damaged or old (worn-out)?

* ANIMAL MUTILATIONS & HUMAN ABDUCTIONS...Just testing ?

Isn't it odd that the increases.in both these,occured together ?

The JUDY DORATY case : Mrs. Doraty was driving through Texas withmembers of her family, when she noticed that a UFO was followingher car. She saw a calf being sucked up toward the UFO through abeam of light. Next she found herself aboard the UFo with herdaughter, watching "little men" cut up the calf. She was terrifiedwhen the "little men" began examining her daughter on what looked
like an operating table, but she and her daughter were returnedto the ground safely.

In a similar case near Cimarron, New Mexico, a mother and her sonwitness a UFO in the process of abducting a calf. They were both
abducted and taken to an underground base(near Dulce,N.M.). Here
she saw vats containing body parts floating in a liquid.
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ALIEN OBSERVATION & MANIPULATION : Good or Evil
Again, maybe it is BOTH. Good for who?

Bad for whom ? It is point of View. But, one
thing is clear, our 'natural' right to freedom
is being imposed upon. Those "in the know", in
our government should reveil their interactionswith various alien cultures. Some of it might
be acceptable and other parts not, but lets get
it out in the open. The longer they try to keep
it in the shadows, the more it might be trulydestructive to mankind, as a whole.

In the April 1988 issue of "OMNI", a very
interesting elderly woman who claims to have
met a group of aliens in 1940, IDA KANNENBERG,
was asked if we should fear the space people ?

Her alien contact, Hweig stated, "Some of the space people are here
more for their own purposes and interests than they are to help Earth
people. They are more clinically and scientifically minded. They do
not have the compassion and emotions of Earth people. They are there—
fore ruthless in their abductions and examinations." He also warned
of "pseudo—UFOs". He said, "They are manufactured in Brazil by German
refugees and are manned by depraved and power—hungry alien renegades
who have interbred with the natives."

INHUMAN CATTLE MUTILATIONS

In an issue of FATE Magazine, researcher JEROME CLARK, reported
that on a morning in mid-June 1979, sisters—in-law Kathy Geiger and
Kathy Caswell saw something wrong with a cow (near Colorado Springs)
...its movements were unsteady, erratic. They stopped the car and
entered the pasture. To their shock they discovered the someone had
surgically removed the cow's retum. "You could look right down inside
it, right into the body." Then they discovered it was blind. Its
eyes were white, "smoky". (NOTE : Microwave energy can cook eyes
white.) There were one-half inch vertical cuts in the center if each
eye. Kathy Geiger shot and killed the animal. yhg_did_jt_:_§gduh9w_?

In Jan.l979, Eddy County Deputy JOHN NEILL reported he was stillattemting to determine the cause of death of four horses near Malaga,
New Mexico and the subsequent mutilation of three of the animals.
There were no signs of‘wounds or the cause for the apparent quick
death of the mares. "They just dropped in their tracks," he said.
"One even had a mouthful of unchewed grass, and none of them looked
like they had moved or kicked after they fell over."
* The mutilated carcasses are almost always devoid of blood and
brain fluid.* In the "classic" mutilation cases, the animal is missing part of
its lips, one eye. one ear, its tongue, and its genitals. Its
retum is also absent, experly "cored" out in a perfect circle.

* Sometimes various internal organs are missing, even though there
are no external incisions.

* "Mystery helicopters"(some silent and without rotor blades),
strange lights and assorted UFOs are frequently reported.
"Clamp marks" are found on the legs of some of the mutilated
animals. Others show indications of having been dropped.

»

Could it be that both UFO Aliens and the U.S. government are
mutilating animals ? This would clarify some of the otherwise
contradictory and confusing details in the collected data 1



"The MONITORS" : ABDUCTIONS

In the Fifties, the EBES("Greys")
began taking large numbers of humans
for experiments. By the Sixties, the
rate was speeded up and they began get—
ting careless (they didn't care). By theSeventies, their true colors were veryobvious, but the "Special Group" of theGovernment still kept covering up forthem. By the Eighties, the Government
realizied there was no defense against
the "Greys". So...programs were inacted
to prepare the Public for open contactwith non—human "Alien" Beings.

The "Greys" and the "Reptoids" arein league with each other. But, theirrelationship is in a state of tension.The "Greys" only knowNenemy is theReptilian Race, and they are on theirway to Earth. (Inside a Planetoid) “\lv
Some forces, in the Government, want the Public to be aware of what

is happening. Other forces (The Collaborators) want to continue making
"what ever deals necessary" for an Elite few to survive the conflicts.The Future could bring a Fascist "WORLD ORDER" or a transformationof Human Consciousness(Awareness). The struggle is NOW...your activeassistance is needed. Prepare ! We must preserve Humanity on Earth.

* MIND MANIPULATION EXPERIMENTS
The DULCE Base has studied Mind Control Implants; Bio—Psi Units;ELF Devices capable of Mood, sleep and heartbeat control; etc.D.A.R.P.A.(Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency) is using theseTechnologies to manipulate people. They establish 'The Projects', setpriorities, coordinate efforts and guide the many participants in theseundertakings. Related Projects are studied at Sandia Base by "The JASON

Group"(of 55 Scientists). They have secretly harnessed the Dark Side
of Technology and hidden the benifical Technology from the Public.Other Projects take place at "Area #51" in Nevada..."DREAMLAND"[Data
Repository Establishment and Maintenance Land]; ELMINT [ELectro—Magnetic
Intelligence]; CODE EMPIRE; CODE EVA; PROGRAM HIS [Hybrid IntelligenceSystem]; BW/CW; IRIS [Infrared Intruder Systems]; BI-PASS; REP—TILES; etc.

The studies on LEVEL #4, at DULCE, include Human—Aura research, as well
as all aspects of Dream, Hypnosis, Telepathy, etc. They know how tomanipulate the BIOPLASMIC BODY (of Man). They can lower your heart beat,with Deep Sleep "DELTA WAVES", induce a static shock, then re—program,Via a Brain—Computer link. They can introduce data and programed
reactions into your Mind (Information impregnation — the "Dream Library").

We are entering an ERA of the Technologicalization of Psychic Powers.
The development of techniques to enhance man/machine communications;

Nano—tech; Bio-tech micro-machines; PSI-War; E.D.O.M.(Electronic Disso—
lution Of Memory); R.H.I.C.(Radio—Hypnotic Intra-Cerebral Control); and
various forms of behavior control (Via chemical agents, ultra—sonics,
optical and other EM radiations). The Physics of "Consciousness".

BETTER LIVING THROUGH BIO-TECH ?
The development of "BIO—TECHNOLOGIES" will mean a revolutionary change

in the Life of every Human Being now on Earth !
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INSIDE THE DULCE BASE

Security Officers wear jumpsuits,
with the Dulce Symbol on the front
upper left side. The standard hand
weapon, at Dulce, is a "Flash Gun",
which is good against Humans and
Aliens. The ID card (used in card
slots, for the doors and elevatorS)has the Dulce Symbol above the ID
photo. "Government Honchos" usecards with the Great Seal of the
U.s. on it. "The Cult of the All—
Seeing Eye"(The NEW WORLD ORDER) 13
"666" The Phoenix Empire....."9""ILLUMINISM"...“One out of many" *

After the Second Level, everyone is weighed, in the nude, then given
a Uniform, "Visitors" are given an 'off white' uniform. In front of
ALL sensitive areas are scales built under the doorway, by the door
control. The persons card must match with the weight and code or the
door won't open. Any discrepancy in weight(any change over three
pounds) will summon Security. No one is allowed to carry anything into
or out of sensitive areas. All supplies are put thru a Security conveyor
system. The Alien Symbol language appears alot at the Facility.

During the construction of the Facility (which was done in stages,
over many years) the Aliens assisted in the Design and Construction
materials. Many of the things assembled by the workers, were of a
Technology they could not understand, yet...it would function when fully
put together. Example : The elevators have no cables. They are
controlled magnetically. The Magnetic system is inside the walls.
There are no conventional electrical controls. All is controlled by

advanced Magnetics. That includes a magnetically induced<phosphoresient)
Illumination System. There are no regular Light Bulbs. All EXITS are
magnetically controlled. Note : It has been reported that, "If you
place a large magnet on an entrance, it will affect an immediate
interruption. They will have to come and reset the system."

THE TOWN OF DULCE

The area around Dulce has had a high number of reported Animal
Mutilations. The Government and the Aliens used the animals for
Environmental tests, Psychological Warfare on people, etc. The Aliens
also wanted large amounts of Blood for Genetic, Nutritional and other
reasons.

In the BOOk,"ETS & UFOs - THEY NEED US, WE DON'T NEED THEM" by
Virgil "Posty" Armstrong, he reports how his friends (Bob & Sharon)
stopped for the night in Dulce and went out to dinner. "They overheard
some local residents openly and vociferously discussing ExtraterrestrialAbduction of townspeople for purposes of experimentation." The ET's
were taking unwilling human guinea pigs from the general populace of
Dulce an Implanting Devices in their heads and bodies. The townspeople
were frightened and angry but didn't feel that they had any recoursesince the ET's had our Governments knowledge and approval.

Recently, participants in a "field investigation" of the area near
Archuletta Mesa, were confronted by two small hovering 'Spheres'. They
all became suddenly ill and had to leave the area.



Berkeley, Los Alamos Labs Chosen to
Explore Makeup of Human Genome

OVERT AND COVERT RESEARCH

As U.S. Energy Secretary, John Herringtonnamed the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory andNew Mexico's Los Alamos National Laboratoryto house new advanced genetic research centersas part of a Project to decipher the Human
R, ‘w

_ ‘§«~.Héwmm§ Genome. The Genome holds the genetically coded»._ ‘LEBLQ£EEEZQE§1£JV“EEMmET: instructions that guide the transformation of“‘ “”“ a single cell — a fertilized egg — into a Bio-logical Being. "The Human Genome Project may well have the greatestdirect impact on humanity of any scientific initiative before us today",said David Shirley, Director of the Berkeley Laboratory.
Covertly, this research has been going on for years, at DULCE LABS.
Level #6 is privately called "Night—mare Hall", it holds the GeneticLabs. Reports from workers who have seen bizarre experimentation, areas follows : "I have seen multi—legged 'humansl that look like half—

human/half-octopus. Also Reptilian-humans, and furry creatures thathave hands like humans and cries like a baby, it mimics human words...also huge mixture of Lizard—humans in cages". There are fish, seals,birds and mice that can barely be considered those species. There areseveral cages (and vats)of Winged—humanoids, grotesque Bat like creatures...but 3% to 7 ft. tall. Gargoyle-like Beings and Draco-Reptoids.
Level #7 is worse, row after row of thousands of humans and human—

mixtures in cold storage. Here too are embryo storage vats of Humanoids,
in various stages of development. '

"I frequently encountered humans in cages, usually dazed or drugged,
but sometimes they cried and begged for help. We were told they were
hopelessly insane, and involved in high risk drug tests to cure insanity.We were told to never try to speak to them at all. At the beginning
we believed that story. Finally in 1978, a small group of workers
discovered the truth. It began the Dulce Wars".(and a secret resistanceUnit was formed) Note : There are over 18,000 "Aliens" at the Dulce Base.
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In late 1979, there was a confrontation (over weapons), alot of
Scientists and Military personnel were KILLED. The Base was closed for a
while...But, it IS currently active. Note : Human and animal abductions
(for their Blood and other parts) slowed in the mid-19805, when theLivermore Berkeley Labs began production of artifical blood for Dulce.
William Cooper states; "A clash occured where in 66 people, of our

people, from the National Recon Group, the DELTA Group, which isresponsible for Security of all Alien connected Projects, were killed."
The DELTA Group (within the Intelligence Support Activity) have been

seen with badges which have a black Triangle on a red background.15 DELTA is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet. It has the form of
a triangle, and fiqures prominently in certain Masonic Signs.

* Each Base has its own Symbol. The DULCE Base symbol is angz triangle with the greek letter "Tau"(T) within it and then the
Symbol is inverted, so the triangle points down.

* The Insignia of "a triagle and 3 lateral lines" has been seen
on "Saucer(transport)Craft", The Tri—Lateral Symbol.

* other symbols mark landing sites and Alien Craft. 0 a



"SURVIVING THE FUTURE"

The DULCE FACILITY consists of a
Central "HUB", the Security Section,
(also some photo labs). The deeper you
go, the stronger the Security. This is
a Multi—leveled Complex. There are
over 3000 cameras at various High—
Security locations (Exits and Labs).
There are over 100 Secret Exits nearand around Dulce. Many around Archuleta

Mesa, others to the south around Dulce
Lake and even as far east as Lindrith.
* Deep sections of the Complex connect into natural Cavern Systems.

A person who worked at the Base, who had an "ULTRA 7" Clearance,
reports : "There may be more than seven Levels, but I only know of
seven. Most of the Aliens are on 5-6-7 Levels. Alien housing is Level
Five." * 21s: CENTURY POWER : "BIO-TECH"

We are leaving the Era of expendable resources, like Oil based
products. The Power of the Future is Re—newable resources..."Bio-
logically" Engineered. The Dulce Genetic Research was originally
funded under the cloak of "BLACK BUDGET" Secrecy. (Billions $ $ 5)

They were interested in intelligent "Disposable Biology"(Humanoids),
to do the dangerous Atomic<Plutoium) Rocket and Saucer experiments.

We Cloned "our" own little Humanoids. Via a process perfected in the
Bio-Genetic Research Center of the World, Los Alamos ! Now, we have
our own disposable slave-race. Like the Alien "Greys"(EBES), the 0.5.
Government clandestindly impregnated females, then removed the Hybrid
fetus,(after about 3 months)and then excellerated their growth in the
Lab. Biogenetic(DNA Manipulation) programming is instilled — they are
"Implanted" and controlled at a distance through regular RF(Radio
Frequency) transmissions. Many humans are also being "Implanted"
with Brain Transceivers. These act as telepathic "Channels" and
telemetric brain manipulation devices. The network—net was set—up by
DARPA(Advanced Research Project Agency). Two of the procedures were,
R.H.I.C.(Radio—Hypnotic Intracerebral Control) and E.D.O.M.(Electronic
Dissolution of Memory). The brain transceiver is inserted into the
head through the nose. These devices are used in the Soviet Union and
the United States, as well as Sweden. The Swedish Prime Minister
Palme gave the National Swedish Police Board the right(in l973)to
insert brain transmitters into the heads of human beings COVERTLY !

They also developed ELF and E.M. wave propagation equipment(RAYs)
which affects the nerves and can cause nausea, fatique, irritability,
even death. This is esentially the same as Richard Shaver's Cavern
"Telaug" Mech. This research into biodynamic relationships within
organisms ("BIOLOGICAL PLASMA") has produced a RAY that can change theI
"genetic structure" and "HEAL". Shaver s Cavern BEN—Mech cou d HEAL .

WARNING : MANIPULATION AND CONTROL
* FEAR, FRAUD and FAVOR--- The Pentagon, the CIA,NSA,DEA,FBI,NSC,etc.
seek to capitalize on the Beliefs of the American Public. The Secret
Government is getting ready to 'stage' a Contact-Landing with "ALIENS",
in the near future. This way they can "CONTROL" the release of Alien
related Propaganda. We will be told of an Inter-stellar Conflict.

But...what looks real, may be "FAKE". What is disinformation ?

* Is your attention being diverted by the Strategy of a "SHADOW PLAN"?
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THE SECRET "ACTIVITY"
Paul Benewitz reports, about his studyinto the Dulce area; "Troups went in and outof there every summer, starting in '47. The

natives do recall that. They also built a ,

road - right in front of the people of Dulce
and trucks went in an out for a long period.

_ .J _ V“. ‘
. That road was later blocked and destroyed..3%f;f' 4» ~~qu :. ...The signs on the trucks were 'Smith'Corp.3é§?* T“ a ,

'

out of Paragosa Springs, C010. No such Corp,fié' : exists now — no record exists....I believeE;
I

the Base — at least the first one was being
~- built then undercover of a lumbering project....problem — they NEVER hauled logs. Only

BIG Equipment".
* R & D and the MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

THE RAND CORP. became involved and did a study, for the Base. Most of
the Lakes near Dulce were made, Via Government grants 'for' the Indians.NAVAJO DAM is the main source for conventional electric power, with a
second source in El Vado (also, an Entrance).Note : If RAND is the mother of "THINK TANKS", then the "FORD

Foundation" must be considered the father.RAND secrecy is not confined to 'Reports', but on occasion extends toConferences and Meetings. On page #645 of The PROJECT RAND, Proceedingsof the DEEP UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION SYMPOSIUM (March 1959) we read;
"Just as airplanes, ships and automobiles have given man mastery of the
surface of the Earth, Tunnel—Boring Machines...will give him access tothe Subterranean World".

Note : The Sept. 1983 issue of "OMNI" (pg.#80) has a color drawingof "The SUBTERRENE", the Los Alamos nuclear—powered tunnelmachine that burrows through the rock,deep underground, by
heating whatever stone it encounters into molten rock (magma),
which cools after the Subterrene has moved on. The result isa tunnel with a smooth, glazed lining. These underground
tubes are used by electro-magnetically powered "SubshuttleVehicles",which can travel at great speeds. They connect the"Hidden Empire" Sub—City complexes. Also, the top—secret
project code-named : "Noah's Ark", uses "Tube-shuttles" inconnection with a system of over 100 'Bunkers' and 'Bolt Holes
which have been established at various places on Earth. With
other Bases inside the Moon and Mars. Many of these under—
ground Cities are complete with streets, sidewalks, lakes,small electric cars, apartments, offices, and shopping malls.

There were over 650 attendees to the 1959 RAND Symposium. Most were
representatives of the Corporate—Industrial State, like : The General
Electric Company; AT&T; Hughes Aircraft ; Northrop Corp.; Sandia Corp.;Stanford Research Institute; Walsh Construction Company; The Bechtel
Corporation; Colorado School of Mines; etc.Bechtel(pronounced BECK—tul) is a supersecret international corpo—
rate octopus, founded in 1898. Some say the firm is really a "SHADOW
GOVERNMENT" - a working arm of the CIA. It is the largest Construction
and Engineering outfit, in the USA and the World (and some say, beyondh

The most important posts in USA Government are held by former
Bechtel Officers. They are part of "The WEB" (an interconnected control
System) which links the Tri—Lateralist plans, the C.F.R., the Orders of
"Illuminism“(Cult of the All-seeing Eye) and other interlocking groups.



‘A’
The following material comes from people who KNOW the Dulce (Under—

ground) Base exists. They are people who worked in the Labs; Abductees
taken to the Base; people who assisted in the construction; IntelligencePersonnel (NSA;CIA;ETC.) and UFO/Inner—Earth Researchers.
This information is meant for those who are seriously interested in

the Dulce Base. For your own protection, be advised to "USE CAUTION"
while investigating this Complex.

An ongoing investigation

" THE DULCE BASE "

by Jason Bishop III

This facility is a "GENETICS LAB" and is connected to Los Alamos, via
a Tube—Shuttle. Part of their research is related to the Genetic Effects
of Radiation (Mutations and Human Genetics). Its' research also includes
other"Intelligent Species" (Alien biological Life Form "Entities").
In the revised September 1950 edition of THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC WEAPONS,

prepared for and in cooperation with The U.S. Department of Defence and
The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, under the direction of The Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, we read about how "complete Underground placement
of Bases is desirable". On page #381 : "There are apparently no funda-
mental difficulties in construction and operating Underground various
types of important Facilities. Such facilities may be placed in a
suitable existing mine or a site may be excavated for the purpose".

CAUGHT IN THE GAME

Centuries ago, Surface People (some say The Illuminati) entered into
a Pact with an "Alien Nation"(Hidden within the Earth). The U.S. Govern-
ment, in 1933, agreed to trade Animals and Humans in exchange for High—
Tech Knowledge, and to allow them to use (undisturbed) UNDERGROUND BASES,
in the Western U.S.A. A Special Group was formed to deal with the Alien
Beings. In the 1940's, "Alien Life Forms"(ALF) began shifting their
focus of opperations, from Central and South America, to the U.S.A.
The Continental Divide is vital to these'"Entities"l Part of this has

to do with Magnetics (Substrata Rock) and high Energy States (Plasma).
[See : BEYOND THE FOUR DIMENSIONS (Reconciling Physics, Parapsychology
and UFOs) by Karl Brunstein. Also : NUCLEAR EVOLUTION (Discovery of
the Rainbow Body) by Christopher Hills.]

* This area has a very high concentration of Lightning Activity; Under—
ground Waterways and Cavern Systems; Fields of Atomospheric IONs; Etc.

WHOS' PLANET IS THIS ?
J's These Aliens consider themselves "Native Terrans".

They are an Ancient Race (decendent from a Reptilian Humanoid Species
which cross-bred with Sapient Humans). They are untrustworthy manipulator
Mercenary Agents for another Extraterrestrial Culture(The DRACO) whom are
returning to Earth (their ancient "Outpost") to use it as a staging area.

But, these Alien Cultures are in conflict over Whos' Agenda will be
followed for This Planet. All the while Mental Control is being used to
keep Humans "in place", especially since the Forties.

The DULCE Complex is a Joint U.S. Government/Alien Base. It was NOT

the first built with The Aliens (others are in Colorado, NV, AZ, Etc.)



ALIENS CAN MAKE THEMSELVES INVISIBLE

At Dulce, N.M., a group of people,gathered at the scene of a mysteriouscow mutilation, confessed to eachother that they felt an eerie senseof being watched. when photographstaken moments later were developed,they showed two spheres hovering
nearby - although none of the grouphad seen anything unusual. The photo
was published in the May 1,1979 issueof the "NATIONAL ENQUIRER". Scientistsfelt the film picked up radiationfrom the ultra-violet end of thespectrum.JAMES BEAL (former NASA aerospace engineer) stated, "I am convincedthe aliens are here — and they have the ability to become invisible."

DR. HENRY MONTEITH (Sandia labs — doing classified nuclear researchfor the government) said, "There is ample evidence from many sourcesthat space people can make themselves invisible, as well as theirspacecraft." Note : He has studied UFOs for 30 years.
A government insider (who worked at the Underground Dulce Base)informed us that the Aliens can seperate the Etheric(Plasma) body,

from the physical body, using Delta waves and a static shock.
In an article called "Brain Machines" by Robert Anton Wilson, in

issue #23 (July 1989) "MAGICAL BLEND", he tells of eXperimenting with
Delta (below 4 cycles—per-second) entrainment. While he was having
C.O.B.E.("Out—of-boby-experiences") his e.e.g. showed no brainwaves
at all. "The e.e.g. looked like that of a dead man."

So...the Aliens could seperate your Etheric & Physical bodies.
Trap and store your Etheric body in an E.M. field. Then in theirEtheric form, merge with and take over your physical body. And likethe T.V. program "THE INVADERS", they may have to have there Energy
fields 'charged up‘ from time to time, to mantain in physical form.

When their "Aeroforms"(UFOs) emerge onto our plane of perception,
this process may be described as a CONVERSION of Energy and a change
of Vibratory rates. They become visible and tangible. And are solid
till they convert again. This change amounts to a process of 'MAT'
and 'DEMAT'(Materialization and Dematerialization). ,

There are 4 states of matter : Solid,Liquid,Gas and "Plasma".
Plasma is a high energy state of fields of energy(lacking mass).

Some Aliens may be able to convert into various "energy states"using their minds. Others may be using a form of advanced technology.
It was recently discovered that the DNA Helix can function as a

"Biolaser" and emit coherent radiation. LIFE is an EM wave generated
in a medium of protein semi—conductors. So...we might be able to
generate a transformation of Energy level, within ourselves. We

would then become invisible to human eyes, yet live as Plasma and
EM Fields ! Instead of being a product, Mind/Spirit IS the creator
of the Physical world (moving along with it). Just get INTUIT !

Our "BEINGNESS" can (and does) change from one energy level to
another. Read the book "BEYOND THE QUANTUM" by Michael Talbot

also ; "STAR WAVE" by Fred Allan Wolf.



The PhantomCattle Surgeons \W7 of the Plains’, a“



* THE DULCE BIOGENETIC LABS

Most of the following information comesfrom an informant who worked at the jointly
/, occuppied (U.S./Alien) facility beneath a

' Mesa near Dulce, New Mexico. He is inhiding and fears for his life. He worked
‘at the Dulce Facility from 1977 to Oct 1979.
‘\ Before going A.W.0.L. for reasons of
conscience, he took 25 black and white

‘ photos, a video tape with no dialogue and
:.a set of papers that included technical:information. These were shown to several‘u.i§ people. Drawings were made from the photos

J‘gy and notes taken on the data he told about.
: .

He stated the genetic labs (on Level #6)-“}IA&\9 were privately called "Night-mare Hall".
He saw vats of blood and body parts. Also, embryos of humanoids

in various stages of development. They resembled 'ugly humans' when
growing, but look normal when fully grown, which takes only a few
months from fetus size. These had a short life span.He saw humans that had been kidnapped, some were kept in large
tubes, filled with an amber liquid. Certain male humans with high
sperm counts were kept alive. Their sperm is used to alter DNA and
create a non—gender being called “Type Two". Some female humans areused for breeding. The Aliens were also abducting women from the
general population and using there wombs to carry a fetus that was
a cross—breed. These would be removed at about 3 months and grown
elsewhere. They were even manipulating the atomic makeup of the fetus.

THE DULCE PAPERS : These documents discussed copper, molybdenum,
magnesium and potassium. The papers also discuss ultra violet light
and gamma rays. There were charts and strange diagrams. Plus papers
telling what the aliens are after and how the blood (taken from the
cows) is used. Aliens seem to absorb atoms ("life essence") to 'eat‘.The Aliens were seen to put their hands in the blood mixtures, sort
of like a sponge, for nourishment. It's not just food they want, the
DNA in cattle and humans is being altered. The vats of blood and
body parts were mixed with H202 (hydrogen peroxide) and another
substance and by spreading this on their skin, the body would absorb
the mixture and then excrete the waste back through the‘skin.

It is currently known that H202 has a central role in our immune
systems. In vitro, H202 kills ALL virus & bacteria (even AIDS l).
Pure H202 is 94% oxygen. Earth itself is half oxygen. Our bodies are
primarily composed of oxygen. But, single-atom oxygen is so reactive
it only lasts as a free atom for a very short time before oxidizing
the nearest appropriate molecule. Many individuals are treating
themselves by drinking a dilute H202 solution and /or ABSORBING IT
THROUGH THEIR SKIN ! For information on this,'0xygen and the future
of life on Earth', sent $4.00 for Issue #2 (Spring 1989) of NOW WHAT,

to Waves Forest P.0.Box 768, Monterey, CA 93942 USA

Another source (J.s.) stated that some Aliens don't have blood as
we know blood to be. "Their circulatory System has instead a saline
type hemoglobin — preservative substitute." They use cattle and other
things "to do with their composing,their blood substitute."

Investigator, G.C. Brianne, who worked on the movie "ENDANGERED

SPECIES", said "Cows have a nervous system and reproductive system
which is about the same as humans." And so is their blood !



The UFO Occupants have a stronginterest in plants, animals and humans.
Are we looking at a multi-level agendawhich includes the testing of the earth ?
Is it seemingly so mysterious because

we continue to look for one answer, to the
exclusion of other explainations. Maybe,
we should expand our scope of focus.

If they have been around for thousands years, we must
look for Alien manipulation in our past. This means theycould be within our Culture, Religions, Science, etc.
THE OFFICIAL U.S. PROBE OF MUTILATIONS

Shortly before his untimly death, Palmer Hoyt, the editor and
publisher of the DENVER POST, expressed the opinion that : "The FBI
and/or the CIA(and/or some other agency or agencies) were and stillare protecting the mutilators."

On April 20, 1979, Senator Harrison "Last Man on the Moon"Schmitt
convened a multi-state mutilation conference in Albuquerque, N.M.

The Senator extended invitations to a broad spectrum of interested
parties throughout the nation — government officials, FBI agents,
Los Alamos scientists, Indian Pueblo governors, ranchers & Ufologists.
According to Schmitt's figures, the economic losses from mutilationof cattle, totaled over 2.5 million dollars nationally. Schmitt had

requested Attorney General Griffin Bell, for the Justice Department,
under its authority to investigate interstate crime, to probe the
mutilations. But, the avowed purpose of the conference, became
suspect to several researchers. Everyone there was repeated photo-
graphed and several people when around getting the names and address
of those there, supposedly for Senator schmitt. And it became very
strange when I went into the restroom. I found myself in there alone
with a pale—looking person, dressed in All Black. As I exitted, my

stepson was coming up. I asked him to check out the weird guy in the
restroom. He came out about a minute later and said there was no one
in there. Nobody had come out after he had entered. I checked, but
the only other way out, were small windows, too high to even get to.Other researchers were also having strange things happpening to
them. We began meeting in small groups, at the hotel. Various things
were talked about : satanic cults, secret government testing programs,
geo-botanical prospecting by energy companies, UFO's, hidden inner—
earth civilizations, etc.At the conference, DAVID PERKINS indicated how many of the mutes
were located down wind and down stream from nuclear facilities.DULCE rancher, MANUEL GOMEZ called the scandal a "Cattle Gate".
The Gomez herd was a favorite target for the mutilators since 1976.

Note : New Mexico's premier mutilation researcher, scientistHOWARD BURGESS, chose to remain mute during the testimony. For
several reasons he wanted to adopt a more "low—profile" approach.

Another speaker, DR. RICHARD SIGISMOND, Colorado psychologist,
spoke about UFOs and unknown entities around nuclear bases.

TOM ADAMS told of his research into unmarked, unidentified
helicopter activity, as an aspect of the problem.

DR. HENRY MONTEITH, Engineering Physcist at Sandia Labs, gave a
summary of his ten years of mutilation research. Amoung his more
startling disclosures, was we were dealing with beings capable of
becoming invisible ! "Invisible aliens from space are amoung us.
That's why it's so hard to catch up with them (the mutilators)."
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'ddle-a ed lad (name on file) 11v1ng on a farm

in grainsas, gas picking apples, and fell from tgen
ladder. One of her legs was deeply cut and b ee 1 9.
While lying on the ground, two humaneld beings (but
not human) approached her. U51ng an instrument they.
had with them, they stopped the bleedlng and the pain.
Only a small scar was left to even indicate there

t4 . had ever been a wound. They then gave her an object
g? §§§g

.. \

» with various engravings on it (pyramids, stars,etc.)
#“ ;¥—" she invited them to her house for a meal, but they

g ’/l , replied that the only nourishment they took was

I "juice". The lady offered them some fruit juice, but
the response was that the "juice" they used for
nourishment was different from the type of juice
consumed by humans. (Fluids from animals and man ?)

About six weeks later, the lady's dog did not return home as
usual from its daily ramble through the nearby woods. She went out
looking for her dog, and came to the edge of a clearing. She saw a
horse lying on its side, apparently unconscious. Two men in white,
dressed like surgenons in a hospital, were at work on the horse.
There were also two Air Force helicopters landed in the clearing,

two men in Air Force uniforms, and the same two humanoids who had
come to her rescue after she fell from the ladder. The group noticed
her presence and she ran. Just before making it home, screaming for
help, she was overtaken by a helicopter, which flashed a blue beam of
light on her. This beam of light severely burned her skin and
clothing. She was taken to the local hospital to have her wounds
treated. The local sheriff checked and found the horse mutilation.
After she returned home, she was harassed by men in dark suits.

Her husband decided to sell their property and they moved to another
state ..... then the harrassment began all over again.

* ALIEN "VAMPIRE" BEINGS "FARM" US FOR "LIFE ESSENCE"

Other rancher claim to have witnessed landed helicopters with
military officals cutting up cattle. We have reports from sheriffs,
reporters and researchers who have been pressured to cease their
investigations into mutilation incidents.

Several researchers are collecting data which indicates the
existence of a group within the government/military secretly
practising ceremonial black magick (such as that known to have been
practised by the Nazis,to attract Alien Entities) which demand
blood sacrifice and vital essences. Are certain Occult groups based
on contact with Alien intelligences ? Are certain Religions !?*$#.

ALL LIFE "FEEDS" ON OTHER LIFE ! Would another Species feed on
us, as well as animals ? What "vital essences" would they take ?
Blood, brain juices, glandular secretions, etc.?Who taught evil sorcerers, world wide, the concept in which
animals and humans are slain to obtain specific body parts, which
are then dried and reduced to powder for magical purposes ?



"THE CULT OF BLOOD AND DRUGS"

The Aztecs were heavy into various
‘ plant drugs. Were they in contact with
” dope overlord WIZARDS from an alien
rflmculture ? If 1979 was a magical year,

then the next important cycle date would
occur 13 years later, in 1992.
Are the old gods returning ?
The XIPETOTECS believe themselves to

_‘ be descendants of Montezuma, who was a
. fanatical believer in Quetzalcoatl and

p, _‘ , that human sacrifice would aid in the
Thesiege-ahaevidencemcauldronommanandammlpans return. The Xipetotecs sect still lives.

Mexican authorities state that the sect still visits all the old
temples and hold ceremonies. Humans and animals are drained of blood.

The April 24,1989 issue of TIME Magazine reported that a drug bust
uncovered an evil brew of satanism and murder. The investigation in
Mexico's Rio Grande valley took a darker turn when the authorities
made a ghastly discovery. The mutilated corpses of 13 males. An orgy
of human sacrifice, containers of blood and other mixtures, etc.
Police also found a blood-spattered altar and candles.
Anyway, here's some more odd evidence, gag are?

a strange power found on some of the “§
cow carcasses. Maybe ash of burned
organs(more on this later). Other
reports tell of strange hooded persons
spotted near the mutilation sites.
The Mutes are not random acts of

brutality, they are "highly organized
and ritualized occurances". To the
Aliens they may be a form of ritualized
scientific experiments related to their
culture and done "By Design".

We have lots of odd leads right now, not a solution. Remember,

until we know for sure all the details of this PLOT we can't rule
anything out. This is a complex multi-level phenomenon.

While investigating Mutilations near Riverton, Wyoming (over 10

years ago), I witnessed, in day light(along with several others) a
60 foot diameter glowing DISC come out of the sky and descend to
perhaps fifty feet above a herd of cows that started moving away
clumsily. The glow went away and the craft hovered silently, then

it started moving towards us slowly. We were frozen in shock, the
adrenalin pumped in my body so much so that I dare not move for
fear I would pass out, because my heart was already over stimulated.

The Disc began to glow again, then shot up into the sky and was
gone in only seconds ! I KNOW theSe objects exist.

A few days later, while driving to town (with my wife) we were
forced off the road by what looked like a large Black helicoper,
with a search light on the bottom. Our car engine stalled and I

got Out and watched as it silently passed about forty feet over us.
It had black windows and no rotary blades !

The next day our car wouldn't work, so we decided to hitchhike
into town. We were picked up by a man wearing curved dark—glasses,
wearing all black, in a new black luxury car, with no plates.
He was telepathic. And when we returned home, our car worked again.



WHOS' "R & D" (RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT)
Some researchers were quick to point to Covert U.s. Military researchas the answer, to the Mutilation mystery. They had been involved

I

w1th dead sheep, years before. And the military was even known tohave previously secretly tested various things on Human beings. "BZ",
a powerful hallucinogenic (10 to 100 times more potent than LSD),was
tested between 1960 and 1969. The Army's "Project Dork", in 1964 atthe Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah, subjected individuals to open—air(drug cloud) doses of "BZ", to prove soldiers could be incapacitatedby inducing delirium. At the time we had 50 tons of the drug in stock.Army documents describe germ and chemical warfare tests on human
beings. They conducted covert tests in 1950 in which a cloud of
bacteria was sprayed over the San Francisco Bay area.The animal mutilations continue to this day, world

wide...yet, not a single suspect has even beenapprehended for these gruesome acts.~LONDON, ENGLAND
Claims that the mysterious deaths of animals at aLondon zoo were caused by flying saucers are being
investigated. The dead animals showed positiveradiation readings, maintain officials at ContactU.K., the British section of a worldwide UFO
investigation agency. A full report went to theMinister of Defence.
Animals have been found mutilated and drained of

all blood, in locked cages ! Massive football—
shaped objects have been seen near Griffith Park
Zoo in Los Angeles. They have revolving blinkingorange—red lights and made a humming sound.

"Whoever is doing these mutilations exhibits a tremendous amount
of discipline as well as support", said Senator Schmitt, in 1979.
It is claimed by a former worker at the joint Government /Alien Base

near Dulce, New Mexico, that Senator Harrison "Last Man on the Moon"
Schmitt was fully briefed on the situation, along with six other
Astronauts when they were given a tour of the Dulce "Bio—Genetics" Lab.

1979 : The MAGICAL YEAR

"Either we've got a UFO situation or a massive conspiracy which isenormously well funded." ——Senator Harrison Schmitt
What we really have is BOTH ! Many interesting slants on the covertconspiracy can be found in the book "THE MUTE STRATEGY" by Dave Dewitt

(Sunbelt Press,1979). This novel covers many of the curious aspectsof the situation. Are we under strange attack from the heavens(or
hell) and the government can't stop it ? Has the government made a
deal with the mutilators ? Is there a connection between Quetzalcoatl
(The Plumed Serpent) and the human and animal mutilations ?

The Aztec legend relates that Quetzalcoatl descended from heaven
and became a man. He was a great teacher, then he returned to Venus.
But there's a prophecy that Quetzalcoatl will return to Earth. The
winged—Serpent symbol has been seen worn by the Aliens ! The winged
symbolism represents blood sacrifices and the serpent,water and life.Blood sacrifice in preparing for the return of an Alien Culture !

Our ancient VISITORS are returning ? Quetzalcoatl is said to have
left in 1059, scheduled to return 460 years later in 1519 when Cortez
showed up insteed (or in the form of Cortez). And 460 years from that
date was 1979. Just a Myth ? Or is this a clue to the larger picture?
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Mutilated Cow is Discovered in Dulce Area
Journal Special
DULCE -— A mutilated cow — the

seventh in the area this year — has
been found near Dulce and a State Po-
lice officer says he believes he has
found evidence the cattle are being
transported elsewhere for the mutila-
tions and the carcassesreturned to the
animals' home pastures the same
night.

The carcass of the most recentmuti-lation was discovered Wednesday. The
udder and the rectum of a 4-year-old
Hereford cow had been severed, and a
portion of the lower lip was missing

Investigators estimate the mutila-
tion occurred Monday night. On the
same date exactly 2 years ago. a car-
cass and a series of mysterious tracks
were discovered in the area. State Po-
lice officer Gabe Valdez said the car-
cass this week was located within 500
yards of where the carcass was found
in the 1976 case.

Valdez said he could not discern any
tracks in the area of the Monday night
mutilation, nor could he find any ho-
ofprints left by the mutilated cow.
In examining the carcass Valdez

said he found that the left front leg
and the left rear leg had been
fractured. He said he could clearly
perceive indentations in the flesh,
near the fractures, and he believes
they were left by clamps attached to
the animal’s legs.

Valdez has for some time theorized
the mutilations are being performed
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elsewhere. He believes the cattle are
airlifted from the pasture during the
night, taken to a secluded area, muti-
lated and returned to the pasture.
“You could tell where these clamps

or Vises were attached," he said. “l'm
pltisitive they do theirwork somewhere
e se.‘

The cow, he said, was lying on its
right side and there was no evidence
of a struggle. Only a minimal amount
of blood was near the body.

Valdez said the animal's vertabrae
were broken.
Thursday afternoon, a Paris. Texas,

team of investigators— recently
formed to probe mutilations plaguing
ranches throughout the West for the
past three years — arrived in Dulce to
examine the site and the carcass.

The mutilation occurred on the
Manuel Gomez ranch, in a pasture 13
miles east of Dulce. Gomez has lost
four cattle to mutilations since 1976.
There have. been a total of 10 mutila-
tions in the area during the past two
years.
Repeatedly frustrated in attempts to

unravel the mutilation cases, Valdez
Thursday said he intends to assemble
most of the Gomez cattle “to see if
they are being marked in any way that
can be identified in the darkness.

He said a retired scientist in’Albu-
querque is assembling a devrce to
examine the cattle. “We’ll get the herd
in a corral and run them through the
squeeze chute and see if we can find
anything," Valdez said. He said he
expects to conduct the experiment
next week.

UFO Reported by
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Hunters at Ojo
By GAIL OLSON
0f the sum 's

Santa Fe Bureau
Three Enpunolu hunters,

camped in Comanche
Canyon near 010 Caltente
last Widny. reported to
State Police that a cigar-
shaped unidentified flying
object flew about 200
yards over their campsite
about 8:45pm.
State Police referred the

hunters to Dulce areaofficer Gabe Valdez when
they said they wanted to
discuss their experience in
depth.
Valdez told the SUN 0!

the sighting though in
respect of the hunter's
request for anonyminimy.
he did not identify them.
Valdez said the report

was the 10th he has
received since summer.Objects described in the
reports, he said. all weresimiliar to the one seen by
the hunters.
The fact that there werethree witnesses to the

UFO strengthened the
report. Valdez explained.
though he does not doubt

the authenticity of the
other reports he ’3 had.
"It scared the heck out

of them." Valdez said of
the hunters.
The object was

described to Valdez as a40' cylindrical machine
surrounded by orangelights. He reported it as
being “very bright."
"When they turned their

car lights on. it flew
away." Valdez said of the
sighting. _

One of the hunters said
that the machine looked
"exactly like a ship" of
some sort.
”Three vehicles could fit

inside the thing. and all
around it wasilluminated," Valdez said
of the hunter's description
of what they saw.
Valdez said flying

machines of simillar
description have been
photographed in Colorado
recently. A machine flying
as low as the hunters said
this one was flying would
not be dlscernable by
radar. Valdez said further.
He is investigating the

report further.


